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Abstract: A library is a room, part of a building where books are stored for reading. Some people's understanding of libraries is also developing. There is no doubt that the library is a very important/vital tool for all levels of society, both for developed countries, developing countries and even poor countries. Therefore, it takes a graduate majoring in library science to process libraries. The Department of Library Science is a department that learns how to collect, analyze, process, manage, and communicate information from various media, such as documents, books, or digital. So the department of library science is required to prepare media to make it easier for prospective librarians to easily understand the processing of library materials in the library. One of the media that can help facilitate According to Dzuanda (2011: 11) Pop-Up Book is a book that has moving parts or has three-dimensional elements and provides a more interesting visualization of stories, starting from the image display, which can be moved ak when the page is opened. The purpose was made to help facilitate students in the learning process through the media pop-up book.

INTRODUCTION

Pop-up books are considered suitable as a medium for learning how to process library materials due to the ability of pop-up books to generate interest for their readers. With various displays that can move on each page of the pop-up book, it can motivate users to read as well as stimulate their interest in the subjects in the book, namely material about processing library materials. In user education activities carried out in research, pop-up books work like guidebooks commonly used in educational activities for library users in general. However, because of its special features, pop-up books have
become a new medium that is believed to be more interesting and innovative than the usual print media.

Bluemel and Rhonda stated that, workers in education and libraries today, namely teachers and librarians face the same obstacles. Every day they have to convey messages in text form to young people, as well as must gather enthusiastic responses from them, while the texts used are found in media that looks boring, like paper in general. However, there is one print format that has a strong appeal to readers of all ages, from toddlers to adults. This print format is especially effective when used to promote love stories, motivate reading and stimulate interest in the subject at hand. That thing is a pop-up book (2012: 2). Dyk also stated that since the early 800's, pop-up books have been encouraging and attracting readers and non-readers from young to old (2011: 4). The existence of page variations in pop-up books that have three-dimensional images can increase concentration and provide diverse experiences for readers (Ma et al., 2014: 90).

A study was conducted on the steps of processing library materials for students of the Islamic library and information science study program at UIN Raden Intan Lampung using a new media that had never been used before, namely a pop-up book. The selection of this age level is based on the consideration that students' ability to reason and think logically in solving a particular problem has developed. Users like learning activities using pop-up books because they package material to be interesting and easy to understand.¹

**THEORETICAL SUPPORT (OPTIONAL)**

Libraries are windows to the world, people can know and understand the developments of the times through reading. With a love of reading will increase one's knowledge, those who previously did not know will become aware. Books are an opener for our eyes, from only a book we can find out the contents of the world as well as invaluable knowledge. In the use of learning media and required the right selection so that it can function effectively and have an appeal. In a learning process in the department of library science the use of media is very important. This is because if in the learning process there is material in the teaching material that is not clear, it will be conveyed using assistive devices. Difficult learning materials can be simplified through
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learning media made using words that are easier to understand for users/visitors. Media is divided into two, namely, two-dimensional and three-dimensional media.

According to Siti Umayah, three-dimensional learning media are learning media in the form of real objects or in the form of three-dimensional images. The actual object or three-dimensional image can help students understand, imagine and analyze the shape of the image that must be drawn. Three-dimensional learning media design must be optimal, requires teamwork and infrastructure support, either in the form of media or other source.

One of the three-dimensional media is Pop-Up Book. Pop-Up Book media is a book-shaped media that has three-dimensional elements and motion. In Pop-Up Books, the material is presented in the form of attractive pictures because there are parts which if opened can move, change or give the impression of arising. According to Dzuanda, Pop-Up Book is a book that has moving parts or has three-dimensional elements and provide a more interesting visualization of the story, starting from the display of images that can move when the page is opened. According to Bluemel and Taylor, Pop-Up Book media has the ability to strengthen the impression to be conveyed in a material so as to make the material easier to remember and learn. In addition, this media can also attract attention and increase learning motivation. Therefore, we choose pop-up books as learning media which we consider very effective in helping one's understanding of the library. For us, we describe the steps for processing library materials, namely: inventory, cataloging, calling numbers (call numbers), and book bags. After their model is trained, they developed a lightweight wrapper library to integrate their trained model to CFD code for inference while calculating.

Inventory

Inventory of library materials is the activity of recording the addition of library materials into the main book properly and regularly so that it can be seen the variety of library materials owned by the library and their number. It is easy to make statistics and reports on several things, namely: (1) the number of library materials owned by the
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library, (2) the number of titles and copies, (3) the number of titles and copies by language, (4) the number of fiction books, textbooks, books references, etc., (5) the number of additions to library materials each year, and (6) the amount of budget issued.

Purpose of Inventory
So that libraries can:

1. Control ownership of library materials
2. Create statistics;
3. Knowing the library materials that are owned or not owned
4. Knowing the variety of library materials owned
5. Knowing the amount of library materials owned at a certain time and the number of missing library materials
6. Making existing data as report material
7. Making existing data as material for compiling evaluation of collections/library materials

Example of inventory:

```
BUKU INVENTARISASI PERPUSTAKAAN SEKOLAH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>judul</th>
<th>penulis/penyusun</th>
<th>penerbit</th>
<th>tahun</th>
<th>jenis_buku</th>
<th>bahan</th>
<th>sumber_buku</th>
<th>tel. obel/</th>
<th>diterima</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Cataloging

Catalog is a general term that is often interpreted as a list of goods or objects contained in a certain place. As a general term, this catalog is often found in publishers, exhibition venues, bookstores, libraries, or even supermarkets. These catalogs usually contain information that needs to be known by the general public, for example a
publisher's catalog is information on a list of library materials that have been or will be published by one or more publishers containing information about the author, title of library material, edition, year. In relation to the library, catalog means a list of library materials in the form of books or non-books such as magazines, newspapers, microfilms, slides and others that are owned and stored in a library or group. The library catalog contains important information from a library material that is usually used by library visitors as information material, which involves the physical library material, content, or other information, such as the title of the library material, the name of the author, edition, print, city of publication, publisher, year of publication, subject of discussion, ISBN, and others. The function and purpose of the catalog:

1. To provide facilities for someone to find library materials that are known to the author's rank, title or subject quickly, precisely, and accurately.
2. Shows library materials owned by libraries by certain authors based on certain subjects or related subjects and certain types or forms of literature.
3. Assist in the selection of library materials based on edition and character (literary or topic-based)

The catalog consists of 4 types, namely card catalogs, files, books, and OPAC (online Public Access Documents)

Examples of card catalogs:

![Card Catalog Example]
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Call Number

Number Call number or Call Number is a code consisting of from the classification number, three letters of the name of the individual author after being reversed or the name of the institution as the author, and the first letter of the title of the library material. This code is written on book spines, book cards, book bags, and catalogs. A call number or Call Number is a code created for a library material so that the library material can be easily identified, arranged in a catalog or on a shelf, and easy to trace. So from the above understanding it can be concluded that a calling number or Call Number is a code consisting of a classification number, three initial letters of the author or body, and one initial letter of the title or person in charge. This code is written on the back of the book with a distance of 3 cm from the bottom of the book. The part of the call number or call number can be divided into three parts, namely:

1. Subject classification number The classification number used in the call number is the classification number which states the main content of the material/subject of the book in question, which is written at the very bottom of the book.

2. The main entry header The main entry header commonly used is the name of the author or cooperative body responsible for the contents of a library material. Where the first three letters of the name of the author or the responsible cooperative body are written in capital letters (capital letters) are written under the classification number. more than three people, then the title of the book in question is determined as the title of the main entry. And still written the first three letters of the title in capital letters (capital letters). Thus, the title does not need to be written again.

3. Title The title of a book or paper, etc., is usually written the first letter of the title of the library material, which is written in lowercase. Written on the last line after the main entry header.

Giving the same calling number is very beneficial to library users, namely:

1) Users are shown the classification subject grouping used by the library.
2) Users can browse the library materials they are looking for in the catalog that has been provided, by recording the calling number and then searching for books with the same call on the library material shelf.

3) If the user cannot find the same book, then he can find library materials that have almost the same subject/subject.

4) Make it easy for users to match calling numbers recorded from catalog cards just by looking at the calling numbers affixed to the label

Example of call number/calling number:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nama Perpustakaan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nama Perpustakaan
- U: artinya koleksi Umum
- 297.77: Nomor Klasifikasi
- AMI: Tiga huruf pertama dari nama akhir Penyep
- p: Huruf Pertama dari judul

**Book bag**

for Library Material Processing Division of the National Library of Indonesia in processing library materials for collection services in Salemba and Merdeka Selatan no longer use cards and book bags as well as borrowing cards, because for services in Salemba using a closed system, while for collections at Merdeka Selatan, RFID is used. However, the library collections at the UPT at the Bung Karno Proclamation Library in Blitar City, East Java and the Bung Hatta Proclaimer Library in Bukit Tinggi City (West Sumatra) still require borrowing using a book card and book bag. Each book must be accompanied by a date slip.) and book cards and their book pockets which are affixed to the last column and the inner cover of the book. The date slip serves to affix the return date of the borrowed book. The book pocket is used to place book cards, both of which must be affixed with information about the calling number, author's name and title of the book. While the book card (book card) to be able to find out who borrowed and what date must be returned. The card must be filed at the time the book is being loaned.
Examples of Book Cards and Book Bags:

METHOD

This study uses a behavioral measure method for students majoring in Islamic library and information science and qualitatively by analyzing published journals and books. Expert knowledge used as a source such as library books and internist doctor.5

The research method used by researchers in this study is a qualitative approach with a descriptive method. The research method used is a qualitative method. "Methodology is the process, principles, and procedures that we use to approach problems and seek answers" (Mulyana, 2008: 145). According to Sugiyono (2007: 1), qualitative research methods are research used to examine natural objects where the researcher is the key instrument, data collection techniques are carried out in a combined manner, data analysis is inductive, and qualitative research results emphasize meaning rather than generalization.6

Qualitative research aims to maintain the form and content of human behavior and analyze its qualities, instead of turning them into quantitative entities (Mulyana, 2008: 150). The purpose of this descriptive research is to make a systematic, factual and accurate description, picture or painting of the facts, characteristics and relationships between the investigated phenomena.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

1. Libraries
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6 Kesuma et al., “Penerapan Slims Pada Layanan Sirkulasi Di Perpustakaan Instidla.”
Explain the meaning of libraries and provide an overview of libraries

2 Media libraries and books
Technology or any media that can be used to promote library materials and provide an overview of books.

3. Inventory and catalogs
Provide an overview of how to make inventory and
4. Call numbers and book bags
Provide examples of making call numbers and book bags
After Using this media, students who previously did not understand the processing of library materials could easily understand. With this Pop Up book, it can create interest in students in learning, so that the results of the learning process will increase. Therefore, learning to process library materials is also expected to increase with the use of this pop up book media. There is an interest in students in learning, so that the results of the learning process will increase. Therefore, learning to process library materials is also expected to increase with the use of this pop up book media.

**CONCLUSION**

Libraries are windows to the world, people can know and understand the developments of the times through reading. With a love of reading will increase one's knowledge, those who previously did not know will become aware. Books are an opener to our view, from only a book we can find out the contents of the world and knowledge that is priceless. It takes prospective librarians who are experts in information, one of which is a graduate student majoring in library science. To get graduates who are experts and competent. So we need learning media that can facilitate the learning process in library science. Pop-up books are very effective and interesting media in the learning process for students majoring in library science.). Bluemel and Rhonda stated that pop-up books are books that offer the potential to trough motion and interaction using paper mechanisms such as folds, rolls, slides, tabs, or wheels. These books don't always "pop" but they have motion. In processing library materials, there are steps such as: inventory, cataloging, call numbers and book bags. Inventory aims to find out what collections are in the library. Catalog as a representative document. Call number aims to make it easier for users to match calling numbers recorded from catalog cards just by looking at the call numbers affixed to the label. The book bag serves to affix the return date of borrowed books.
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